Ward-Takahashi identities are nonperturbative expressions arising from symmetries in quantum and statistical field theories, as Noether currents conservation for classical theories. Since their historical origin, these identities were considered to prove the exact relation between counterterms to all order of the perturbative expansion. Recently they have been considered in relation with nonperturbative renormalization group aspects for a class of quantum field theories such as tensorial group field theories and matrix models, both characterized by a specific non-locality in their interactions, and expected to provide discrete models for quantum gravity. In this review, we summarize the state of the art, focusing on the conceptual aspects rather than technical subtleties, and provide a unified reflection on this novel and promising way of investigation. We attached great importance to the pedagogy and the self-consistency of the presentation.
1 Introduction: field theoretical frameworks for quantum gravity
The limitations in the possible accuracy of localization of space-time events should be a feature of a quantum theory incorporating gravitation and remains an open challenge for contemporary physics. Quantum aspects of gravity being so far from current experimental energy scales of particle accelerators and therefore the investigations in this area are only supported by theoretical and mathematical explorations. The main difficulty at the origin of the theoretical investigation was the discovery that classical gravity does not provide a renormalizable quantum field theory over flat space-time [1] [2] [3] . All the current tentative are then more and fewer solutions to circumvent this difficulty. However, without experimental support, the number of concurrent approaches have considerably proliferated since the pioneer works of Fierz, Pauli, Dirac, Feynman, Wheeler-DeWitt and so on between 1950-1970 (we mention a few [4] - [7] ). Among the most popular nowadays, on can mention superstring theory, loop quantum gravity and group field theory, twistor theory, causal triangulations, asymptotic safety scenario, and so on, the list being so far to be exhaustive see [8] - [43] and references therein. Schematically, there are two mainstreams. The background-dependent approach, assuming (at least at the first stage) the existence of a rigid extra space-time structure as vacuum state, as it is the case for string theory; and in the opposite the background independent approaches, as loop quantum gravity, spin foams and group field theory, where no space-time exist in the vacuum state [16] - [38] . There is no solid insight showing the equivalence between the two approaches. This review is dedicated to the second kind of theories i.e. the background-independent ones; aiming to emerge the large space-time structure from the collective behavior of a very large number of elementary degrees of freedom. More precisely, we focus specifically on the subset of these approaches embedded into a quantum field theoretical formalism.
The basic scenario may be stressed in two dimensions with matrix models [44] - [73] . Let us consider a N × N random matrix, whose statistical properties are described by the partition function:
where dφ is the invariant Haar measure on the N ×N Hermitian matrices. Note that the classical action S[φ] := 1 2 Trφ 2 + g √ N Trφ 3 admits a natural U (N ) symmetry due to the global trace structure. The link with quantum gravity appears with the perturbative expansion. Indeed, expanding the right-hand side perturbatively in g with the propagator C ij,kl = δ jk δ il ,, we generate a sum over Feynman amplitudes. Due to the structure of the interaction vertex, the amplitudes are not labeled with ordinary graphs as in standard field theory, but by ribbon graphs, i.e. a set of vertices, edges, and faces. Let us investigate more precisely the structure of these graphs. The interaction vertex has three external points, and the global trace structure identifies the six external indices pairwise. The propagator, on the other hand, is represented by a big strand which identifies the pairs of indices. The edges of the graphs are then "ribbons", and due to the pairwise identification at the vertex level, the closed trace of size N occurs, and we call these the faces. This enrichment concerning ordinary graphs allows building a one to one duality between such a ribbon graph and a two-dimensional triangulation, each vertex being in correspondence with a topological "triangle", as pictured on Figure 1 . On Figure 2 we provide an example of a ribbon graph and show explicitly how the correspondence with two-dimensional triangulation works. 
and it is not hard to check that, up to the rescaling φ → √ N φ, the amplitude A G depends only on N and on the genus h of the dual representation ∆ G of G: A G = N 2−2h(∆ G ) . At this step we stressed that matrix models are statistical models for discrete surfaces -the type of discretization, triangulation, quadrangulation, etc, depending on the number of fields in the interactions. This link with quantum gravity can be heuristically traced in the following way. Including cosmological constant Λ, classical gravity in dimension two is described by the Hilbert action:
where we used the Gauss-Bonnet theorem to compute the integral in term of the Euler characteristic χ(M), and where we have denoted by A M the area of the surface M. Then, the classical theory only depends on two parameters, and we generally assume that only these two parameters are relevant to define this discretization. As a basic example, introducing an equilateral triangulation ∆ M of M, such that each triangle has a fixed area a, the action (3) can be discretized as [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] :
The quantum theory is then expected to be well described as a sum over triangulations, by the partition function:
matching with the partition function (2) , up to the identification: g ↔ e −Λa/G and N ↔ e 4π/G . As a result, and following this heuristic argument, the large N limit of matrix models (involving a lot of "microscopic" degrees of freedom) matches with the weak coupling regime of two-dimensional topological gravity. Note that, despite this argument, some strong formal results showed the equivalence between matrix models and other quantum gravity approach. In particular, equivalence with Liouville theory at fixed topology has been stressed from the agreement with KPZ relation, see [109]- [110] . Moreover, it is interesting to note that the sum (5) over topologies, following the heuristic path integral for gravity [44] - [45] .
where S EH denotes the standard Einstein-Hilbert action. In higher dimensions, group field theories (GFTs) and random tensor models (RTMs) provide a good extension of this strategy to build interacting quantum gravity degrees of freedom from a field theoretical formalism.
GFTs are field theories defined on d copies of a group manifold G, usually chosen for its physical relevance in the point of view of ordinary (classical) space-time. A field ψ is then defined as a L 2 (G ×d ) function ψ : G ×d → C. As the matrix models, GFTs are characterized by the specific non-locality of their interactions, usually defined to provide the higher dimensional generalization of the triangle as elementary simplex [26] . GFTs were primarily introduced as an operational field theoretical formalism to generate spin foam amplitudes with canonical relative weights [31] (the number d being the dimension of the corresponding simplicial decomposition labelling the Feynman amplitudes), and turned out to provide a second quantized version of loop quantum gravity [22] [23] [24] [25] . Since a decade, GFTs have been the theatre of important development (see [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] for a recent review), especially in direction of quantum cosmology. The strategy follows the geometrogenesis scenario, where semiclassical space-time emergence is understood as a phase transition toward a condensate phase, like to Bose-Einstein condensation in many-body physics. Particularly the authors showed how ordinary quantum fluid techniques can be successfully used to extract the dynamic of a GFT condensate; the effective dynamic providing a good extension of standard quantum cosmology. In particular, investigating the semi-classical limit of the quantum equation for a GFT with Laplacian kinetic action, they show it reduces to Friedmann equation up to an isotropic ansatz. This first computational paper illustrating how the geometrogenesis scenario work has been continued through a series of the paper describing isolated horizon entropy [39] [40] [41] , and corrections to the exact homogeneous model which couples gravity with scalar matter fields [38] . All these results recover and extend some result obtained from another approach to quantum cosmology, especially in regard of the presence of the "bounce" solving the classical singularities.
Other interesting aspects regarding the understanding of the physical content of GFTs, and aiming to support the condensation scenario concern the renormalization group flow investigations. Despite their physical relevance for cosmological perspectives, the interest of GFT with Laplacian propagator is appeared earlier, as a consequence of the divergences structure of the GFT [94] . To cancel these divergences and then ensure the theory well defined, radiative correction showed that counter-terms involving Laplacian kinetic terms are required at the first order in the perturbation theory. Including such a term is then appeared as a well manner to break the exact tensorial invariance (which is an additional input of tensor models discussed in the next point), providing a canonical path from ultraviolet to infrared scales and the minimal ingredient to start a renormalization, in complete analogy with what happens in the Gross-Wulkenhaar model. Moreover, in a purely mathematical point of view, Laplacian kinetic action showed to be relevant concerning an appropriate version of Osterwalder-Schrader positivity, usually considered in constructive field theory [76] [77] [78] . The renormalization program was successfully done. Rigorous renormalization theorems have been proved, allowing to classify potentially relevant theories for their ultraviolet contain [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] . Constructive aspects are discussed as well [130] [131] [132] [133] , ensuring the robustness of the field theoretical framework. Finally, a nonperturbative renormalization group program has been stared, to support the condensate assumption. Models with increasing complexity have been considered, showing the existence of fixed points reminiscent of the phase transitions expected in the geometrogenesis scenario.
RTM random tensor models were considered for a long time as a promising candidate to extend the success of matrix models in higher dimensions [44] - [45] and [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] . However, without a solid 1/N expansion, the initial program could not go as far as for matrix models. The situation has changed since a decade, with the works of Gurau, Rivasseau and their collaborators [81] [82] [83] [84] and references therein, and the discovery of the colored random tensors. It appeared that building interactions for a complex model (involving two kinds of tensors T andT of size N ) to ensure a tensorial invariance U (N ) ×d provides a 1/N expansion, organized following a generalization of the genus known as Gurau degree. Gurau degree reduces to the genus in dimension two, but is not a topological invariant for higher dimensions, and is not suitable for a topological expansion. The properties, of the leading order graphs, the so-called melons are well understood. In particular, it has been showed that their critical continuous behavior corresponds to a polymer branched phase, with Hausdorff dimension 2 and spectral dimension 4/3. In the generally accepted scenario, the melonic phase is then understood as the first phase transition among a series, increasing the dimension toward the one of the large scale classical space-time [85] . As for matrix models, the double scaling limit has been investigated as well, providing a deeper understanding of the continuum limit [86] . Finally, tensor models and their nice power counting are expected to be applied in a very large set of a physical problem, so far from their quantum gravity origins see [87] . In the quantum gravity context, tensor models provided an important improvement to ordinary GFT; giving a different rule to build interactions as the ordinary simplicial decomposition. Building interactions to ensure a formal tensorial invariance allowed to benefit from the existence of a well-defined power counting, essential to renormalization [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] . The new class of GFTs inherited of this tensorial improvement are known as tensorial group field theories (TGFTs), and a large part of this review is devoted to them. Finally, since a few years, another invariant group has been considered, especially O(N ) invariance, allowing to generalize the success of tensors and TGFT to reals and symmetric tensors fields [88] . In regard the renormalization group perspective, an interesting program has been initiated in [68] [69] [70] for matrix models, and extended in [71] for random tensors, using renormalization group technique to provide a complementary point of view on double scaling limit, allowing, in particular, to recover critical exponent in great agreement with exact calculation. The final part of this review is devoted to these aspects, with the Ward identities.
This review takes place in the context of renormalization for quantum gravity models based on field theory, and a large part is devoted to TGFTs, and summarize a series of paper [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] exploring new methods of approximation to build nonperturbative solutions for the renormalization group equations, in relation with Ward-Takahashi identities. After a brief recalling about the nonperturbative formalism used in this context and Ward Takahashi identities in section 2, we summarize the results of [135] for a just-renormalizable quartic model in section (3). In the same section, we extend the discussion to six valence interactions and sectors beyond the melonic one. In section 4 we review a similar investigation for matrix models, based on [68]- [69] , and highlighting the role of Ward identities in the fixed point structure provided by the renormalization group flow proposed in [72] . Finally, we may add a short remark about the presentation. Aiming to increase the clarity of the presentation, we use the mathematical terminology "Theorem, Proposition, lemma" to bring out our main statement from the rest of the text and summarize the validity domain of the corresponding statements. Section (5) is devoted to conclusion and remark.
Nonperturbative renormalization group for TGFTs
In this first part of this review, we focus on nonperturbative renormalization group aspects for TGFTs. As recalled in the introduction, a GFT is a field theory over a group manifold, and a TGFT is characterized by the choice of the interactions, which follows the contraction rule of tensor models. We focus on the Abelian version of such a theory, setting G = U(1). For this choice, the field may be equivalently described on the Fourier dual group Z d by a tensor field T : Z d → C. We consider a theory for two complexes fields ϕ andφ, requiring two complex tensors fields T andT . The allowed configurations are then constrained by the choice of a specific action, completing the definition of the GFT. At the classical level, for free fields we choose a Laplacian-like kinetic action:
with the standard notation p 2 := i p 2 i , p := (p 1 , · · · , p d ). For the rest of this review we use the short notation T p ≡ T p 1 ···p d . The equation (88) defines the bare propagator C −1 ( p ) := p 2 + m 2 . We briefly outline the receipt to build tensorial interactions. By direct inspiration of tensor models, denoting by N the size of the tensor field, restricting the domain of the indices p i into the window [[−N, N ]], we require invariance with respect to independent transformations along each of the d indices of the tensors:
with U (i) (U (i) ) † = id. The index i is usually referred as color index, and invariant interactions are then obtained contracting pairwise indices of the same colors of T andT fields. Define U(N ) as the set of unitary symmetries of size N , a transformation for tensors is then a set of d independent elements of U(N ), U := (U 1 , · · · , U d ) ∈ U(N ) d , one per index of the tensor fields. The unitary symmetries admitting an inductive limit for arbitrary large N , we will implicitly consider the limit N → ∞ in the rest of this review.
The invariant interactions which cannot be factorized into two or more smaller connected components are usually called bubble. Observe that because the transformations are independent, the bubbles are not local in the usual sense over the group manifold G d . However, locality does not make sense without physical content. In standard field theory for instance, or physics in general, the locality is defined by the way following which the fields or particles interact together, and as for tensors, this choice reflects invariance for some transformations like translations and rotations. With this respect, the transformation rule (8) define both the nature of the field (a tensor) and the corresponding locality principle. To summarize:
Definition 1 Any interaction bubble is said to be local. By extension, any functions expanding as a sum of the bubble will be said local.
This locality principle called traciality in the literature has some good properties of the usual ones. In particular, it allows to define local counter-terms and to follow the standard renormalization procedure for interacting quantum fields with UV divergences. For this review, we focus on the quartic melonic model in rank d = 5 with a single coupling, described by the classical interaction:
g denoting the coupling constant and where we adopted the standard graphical convention [83] to picture the interaction bubble as d-colored bipartite regular connected graphs. The black (resp. white) nodes corresponding to T (resp.T ) fields, and the colored edges fixing the contractions of their indices. The model that we consider has been showed to be just renormalizable is the usual sense, that is to say, all the UV divergences can be subtracted with a finite set of counter-terms, for mass, coupling and field strength. From now on, we will consider m 2 and g as the bare couplings, sharing their counter-terms, and we introduce explicitly the wave function renormalization Z replacing the propagator C −1 by
The equations (88) and (9) define the classical model, without fluctuations. We quantize using path integral formulation, and define the partition function integrating over all configurations, weighted by e −S :
the sources being tensor fields themselves J,J : Z d → C and J , T := pJ p T p . Note that the quantization procedure provide a canonical definition of what is UV and what is IR. The UV theory corresponding to the classical action S = S kin + S int whereas the IR theory corresponds to the standard effective action defined as the Legendre transform of the free energy W := ln(Z(J,J)).
Renormalization in standard field theory allows to subtract divergences, and it has been shown that quantum GFT can be renormalized in the usual sense [122] - [123] . To the quantization procedure moreover, the renormalization group allows describing quantum effects scale by scale, through more and more effective models, defining a path from UV to IR by integrating out the fluctuation of increasing size.
Recognizing this path from UV to IR as an element of the quantization procedure itself, we substitute to the global quantum description (11) a set of models {Z k } indexed by a referent scale k. This scale define what is UV, and integrated out and what is IR, and frozen out from the long distance physics. The set of scales may be discrete or continuous, and in this paper we choose a continuous description k ∈ [0, Λ] for some fundamental UV cut-off Λ. There are several ways to build what we call functional renormalization group . We focus on the Wetterich-Morris approach [98]- [99] , Z k (J,J) being defined as:
with: S k [T,T ] := S[T,T ] + pT p r k ( p 2 )T p . The momentum dependent mass term r k ( p 2 ) called regulator vanish for UV fluctuations p 2 k 2 and becomes very large for the IR ones p 2 k 2 . Some additional properties for r k ( p 2 ) may be found in standard references [100] - [101] . With more details, among the standard properties of the regulator, we recall the following (for more explanations, the reader may be consult the standard reviews [103] ):
1. r k ( p 2 ) has to have a non-vanishing "infrared" limit, i.e. r k ( p 2 ) ∼ k 2 for p 2 /k 2 → 0.
2. r k ( p 2 ) → 0 in the "ultraviolet" limit , i.e. p 2 /k 2 → ∞.
3. r k ( p 2 ) has to vanish in the limit k → 0, allowing to recover the original partition function. . 4 . r k ( p 2 ) has to be of order Λ in the limit k → Λ, for some UV cut-off Λ.
Without explicit mentions, we focus on the Litim's modified regulator:
where θ designates the Heaviside step function and Z(k) is the running wave function strength. The renormalization group flow equation, describing the trajectory of the RG flow into the full theory space is the so called Wetterich equation [98] - [99] , which for our model writes as:
where (Γ
k ) p p is the second derivative of the average effective action Γ k with respect to the classical fields M andM :
where M p = ∂W k /∂J p ,M p = ∂W k /∂J p and:
with W k = ln(Z k ). The flow equation (14) is a consequence of the variation of the propagator, indeed
for the effective covariance C −1 k := C −1 + r k . But the propagator has other source of variability. In particular, it is not invariant with respect to the unitary symmetry of the classical interactions (9) .
Focusing on an infinitesimal transformation : δ 1 := (id + , id, · · · , id) acting non-trivially only on the color 1 for some infinitesimal anti-hermitian transformations , the transformation rule for the propagator follows the Lie bracket:
The source terms are non invariant as well. However, due to the translation invariance of the Lebesgue measure dT dT involved in the path integral (12), we must have L δ 1 Z k = 0. Translating this invariance at the first order in provide a non-trivial Ward-Takahashi identity for the quantum model [135] :
The non-ivariance of the kinetic action with respect to unitary symmetry induce non-trivial relations between Γ (n) and Γ (n+2) for all n, summarized as:
In this statement we introduced the notations p ⊥ := (p 2 , · · · , p d ) ∈ Z d−1 and δ p p ⊥ = j =1 δ p j p j . Equations (14) and (19) are two formal consequences of the path integral (12), coming both from the non-trivial variations of the propagator. Therefore, there are no reason to treat these two equations separately. This formal proximity is highlighted in their expanded forms, comparing equations (28)- (29) and ( 3 Effective vertex expansion and Ward identities in the melonic sector
Effective vertex expansion
This section essentially summarizes the state of the art in [141] - [142] . The exact RG equation cannot be solved except for very special cases. The main difficulty is that the Wetterich equation (14) split as an infinite hierarchical system, the derivative of Γ (n) involving Γ (n+2) , and so one. Appropriate approximation schemes are then required to extract a piece of information on the exact solutions. The effective vertex expansion (EVE) is a recent technique allowing to build an approximation considering infinite sectors rather than crude truncations on the full theory space. We focus on the melonic sector, sharing all the divergences of the model and then dominating the flow in the UV. One recalls that melonic diagrams are defined as the diagram with an optimal degree of divergence. Fixing some fundamental cut-off Λ, we consider the domain Λ k 1, so far from the deep UV and the deep IR regime. At this time, the flow is dominated by the renormalized couplings, have positive or zero flow dimension (see [135] ). We recall that the flow dimension reflects the behavior of the RG flow of the corresponding quantity, and discriminate between essential, marginal and inessential couplings just like standard dimension in quantum field theory 4 . Because our theory is just-renormalizable, one has necessarily [m 2 ] = 2 and [g] = 0, denoting as [X] the flow dimension of X.
Note that we focus on the strictly local potential approximation, in which the EVE method works well. As recalled in the previous section, locality for TGFT means that we can be expanded as a sum (eventually infinite) of interaction bubbles. To make contact the effective vertex formalism of this section, we have to recall the notion of boundary graphs. Indeed, effective vertex expand generally as a sum of connected diagrams, but what is relevant for the locality is boundary locality, and the boundary map B is defined as follow:
Definition 2 Let G p the set of bubbles with at most p black nodes. The boundary map B : G p → (G p ) ×p is defined as follows. For any connected Feynman graph G, B(G) is the subset of external nodes, linking together with colored edges, according to their connectivity path in the graph. B Figure 3 : Illustration of the manner that the boundary map work on a connected Feynman graph. The dotted edges correspond to Wick contractions.
We recall that external nodes are nodes hooked to external edges. Figure 3 provide an illustration of the definition. Any Feynman graph G contributing to a local effective vertex are then such that B(G) is an interaction bubble.
The basic strategy of the EVE is to close the hierarchical system coming from (14) using the analytic properties of the effective vertex functions 5 and the rigid structure of the melonic diagrams. More precisely, the EVE express all the melonic effective vertices Γ (n) having negative flow dimension (that is for n > 4) in terms of effective vertices with positive or null flow dimension, that is Γ (2) and Γ (4) , and their flow is entirely governed by just-renormalizable couplings. As recalled, in this way we keep the entirety of the melonic sector and the full momentum dependence of the effective vertices.
We work into the symmetric phase, i.e. in the interior of the domain where the vacuum M =M = 0 make sense. This condition ensure that effective vertices with an odd number of external points, or not the same number of black and white external nodes have to be discarded from the analysis. These ones being called assorted functions. Moreover, due to the momentum conservation along the boundaries of faces, Γ (2) k must be diagonal: Γ
We denote as G k the effective 2-point function G −1 k := Γ
The main assumption of the EVE approach is the existence of a finite analyticity domain for the leading order effective vertex functions, in which they may be identified with the resumed perturbative series. For the melonic vertex function, the existence of such an analytic domain is ensured, melons can be mapped as trees and easily summed. Moreover, these resumed functions satisfy the Ward-Takahashi identities, written without additional assumption than a cancellation of odd and assorted effective vertices. One then expect that the symmetric phase entirely covers the perturbative domain.
Among the properties of the melonic diagrams, we recall the following statement:
Proposition 1 Let G N be a 2N -point 1PI melonic diagrams build with more than one vertices for a purely quartic melonic model. We call external vertices the vertices hooked to at least one external edge of G N has :
• Two external edges per external vertices, sharing d − 1 external faces of length one.
• N external faces of the same color running through the interior of the diagram.
Due to this proposition, the melonic effective vertex Γ (n) k decompose as d functions Γ (n),i k , labeled with a color index i:
The Feynman diagrams contributing to the perturbative expansion of Γ (n,i) k, p 1 ,··· , pn fix the relations between the different indices. For n = 4 for instance, we get, from proposition 1:
Where the half dotted edges correspond to the amputated external propagators, and the reduced vertex functions π (i) 2 : Z 2 → R denotes the sum of the interiors of the graphs, excluding the external nodes and the colored edges hooked to them. In the same way, one expect that the melonic effective vertex Γ (6),i melo p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 is completely determined by a reduced effective vertex π (i) 3 : Z 3 → R hooked to a boundary configuration such as:
and so one for Γ (n),i k, p 1 ,··· , pn , involving the reduced vertex π (i) n : Z n → R. In the last expression, perm denote the permutation of the external edges like in (22) . The reduced vertices π (i) 2 can be formally resumed as a geometric series [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] :
where π
2,pp is the diagonal element of the matrix π (1) 2 and :
The reduced vertex π
2,pp depends implicitly on k, and the renormalization conditions defining the renormalized coupling g r are such that:
For arbitrary k, the zero momentum value of the reduced vertex define the effective coupling for the local quartic melonic interaction: π (i) 2,00 =: 2g(k). The explicit expression for π
3 may be investigated from the proposition1. The constraint over the boundaries and the recursive definition of melonic diagram enforce the internal structure pictured on Figure 4 below [134]- [142] . Explicitly: The two orientations of the external effective vertices being took into account in the definition of π (i) 2,pp . Expanding the exact flow equation (14) , and keeping only the relevant contraction for large k, one get the following relevant contributions forΓ
whereẊ := k∂X/∂k. The computation require the explicit expression of Γ
k . In the melonic sector, the self energy obey to a closed equation, reputed difficult to solve. We approximate the exact solution by considering only the first term in the derivative expansion in the interior of the windows of momenta allowed byṙ k : Γ
where Z(k) := ∂Γ
k ( 0 ) are both renormalized and effective field strength and mass. From the definition (77), and with some calculation (see [135] ), we obtain the following statement:
Proposition 2 In the UV domain Λ k 1 and in the symmetric phase, the leading order flow equations for essential and marginal local couplings are given by:
With:
and
Where in this proposition β g :=ġ, β m :=ṁ 2 , η =Ż/Z, and the effective-renormalized mass and couplings are defined as:ḡ := Z −2 (k)g(k) andm 2 := Z −1 (k)k −2 m 2 (k). For the computation, note that we made use of the approximation (30) only for absolutely convergent quantities, and into the windows of momenta allowed byṙ k . As pointed out in [141] - [135] , taking into account the full momentum dependence of the effective vertex π (i) 2 in (24) drastically modify the expression of the anomalous dimension η with respect to crude truncation. In particular, the singularity line discussed in [134] disappears below the singularitym 2 = −1. Moreover, because all the effective melonic vertices only depend onm 2 andḡ, any fixed point for the system (31) is a global fixed point for the melonic sector. Note that to compute η, we required the knowledge of the derivative of the effective vertex with respect to the external momenta: d dp 2 π and corresponds to an infrared attractor, pictured on Figure 5 . Note that the arrows on this diagrams are oriented toward UV scales. The anomalous dimensions for the two fixed points are respectively η 1 ≈ 0.57 and η 2 ≈ −4.05, and it is easy to show that these values are insufficient to promote irrelevant interactions at the rank of marginal or relevant ones. Indeed, in full generality, the canonical dimension d b (i.e. the flow dimension in the vicinity of the Gaussian fixed point) of any interaction bubble b in the quartic melonic just renormalizable sector is given by [135] :
where b denote any two point function obtained from the connected interaction b, and ω(b ) is the corresponding divergence degree. Explicitly, we get
where p denote the number of black nodes of the bubble b. Denoting as g b the coupling corresponding to b, the dimensionless version
At the vicinity of any non-Gaussian fixed point with anomalous dimension η * , the power counting is then improved from the quantity pη * , and becomes
For η * < 0, as for the second fixed point, couplings with negative dimensions remains inessentials. For η * = 0.57, it is easy to check that 4 − (2 − η * )p becomes negative for p > 2. These conclusions are obviously in accordance with the values of the critical exponents.
The local melonic constrained flow
To close the hierarchical system derived from (14) and obtain the autonomous set (31), we made use of the explicit expressions (24) and (27) . In this derivation, we mentioned the Ward identity but they do not contribute explicitly. In this section, we take into account their contribution and show that they introduce a strong constraint over the RG trajectories. Deriving successively the Ward identity (19) with respect to external sources, and setting J =J = 0 at the end of the computation, we get the two following relations involving Γ
k and Γ (6) k (see [134] , Lahoche-Samary 2,3):
and π
where:
Note that, in order to investigate the local potential approximation, we kept only the contributions with connected boundaries. We will return on this point later.
It can be easily checked that the structure equations (24) and (27) satisfy the second Ward identity (40) see [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] and also [143] [144] [145] . In the same way the first Ward identity (39) has been checked to be compatible with the equation (24) and the melonic closed equation for the 2-point function. However, the last condition does not exhaust the information contained in (24) . Indeed, with the same level of approximation as for the computation of the flow equations (31), the first Ward identity can be translated locally as a constraint between beta functions (see [135] ):
This relation hold in the deep UV limit only, that, for large k. Inessential contributions have been discarded, which play an important role in the IR sector k ≈ 0, where one expect that Ward identity reduces to its unregularized form, i.e. for r k = 0. Moreover, note that in this limit, and depending on the choice of the regulator, it may happen that additional inessential operators have to be added to the original action to recover the true Ward identities. Generally, the solutions of the system (31) do not satisfy the constraint C = 0. We call constrained melonic phase space and denote as E C the subspace of the melonic theory space satisfying C = 0. An attempt to describe this space has been esquisse in [141] . In particular, we showed that there is no global fixed point of (31) which satisfy the constraint C = 0.
In the description of the physical flow over E C , we substituted the explicit expressions of β g , β m and η, translating the relations between velocities as a complicated constraint on the couplingsḡ andm 2 providing a systematic projection of the RG trajectories. Explicitly, solving this constraint, we get two equations for this constrained subspace E C , defining respectively E C0 and E C1 :
The pictured on Figure 6a below. The solutionḡ = 0 leads to the beta function β m = −2m 2 , and the flow reach the purely Gaussian regionḡ =m = 0. The second solutionḡ = f (m 2 ) leads to the beta function:
This function and the corresponding anomalous dimension have been pictured on Figure 6b below. Interestingly, they exhibit the same singularities, form 2 ∞ = −3.23 andm 2 ∞ = −4.75, which, like in [141] , we interpret as a pathology of the expansion around vanishing vacuum. Moreover, the singularity occurring atm 2 = −1 in the unconstrained flow (28) disappears, due to the factor (1 +m 2 ) 2 in the numerator of f . This fact has been pointed out in [Revue], and may be viewed as a indication that the "physical" RG flow may be continued for negative values smaller that −1, above the singular pointm 2 ∞ = −3.23. Note that the beta function for the couplingḡ has an additional singularity for m 2 * ≈ −0.29, which in fact correspond to the singular point of the function f , as pictured on Figure 6a . We expect that this singularity is not a singularity of the RG flow itself (driving by β m , which is no singular at this point), but a discontinuity of the classical action Γ k , which is undefined at this point.
Such a pathology is generically reminiscent of a first order phase transition, an interpretation supported by the existence of a purely repulsive fixed point form 2 1 ≈ −1.14. We may investigate more precisely the phase space structure of the RG flow. On Figure 7 below, we pictured all the significant points, and the direction of the RG flow, toward UV scales.
From left to right (and toward deep UV scales), we find a repulsive fixed point form 2 1 ≈ −1.14. The left part of the flow goes inexorably toward the singularity atm 2 ∞ = −3.23. The right part however progress toward positive values ofm 2 , until to reach the pointm 2 = −1, at whichḡ vanish. At this point E C0 meet E C1 , and the RG map could be discontinuous, because on E C0 , β m = 2 and on E C1 , β m = 6/7. We assume that the RG map cannot be discontinuous, and discard in our analysis the possibility to reach the region E C0 from the region E C1 at this point. The same phenomenon occurs at the pointm 2 = 0.86, where once again two values for β m are allowed. With this jumping censure, the two subspaces E C0 and E C1 are dynamically disconnected. The RG flow then progresses toward positive mass, and cross the discontinuity of Γ k atm 2 * = 0.29 without disturbing, and reach the positive region. Nothing is happening atm 2 = 0, but the flow continues on this way to reach the second purely attractive fixed point, atm 2 2 = 0.78. At this point, the right part of the flow comes from a third purely repulsive fixed point atm 2 3 = 2.29. This description play in favour of an asymptotic safety scenario, the flow is strongly attracted in the deep UV toward the fixed pointm 2 2 ; completed with a first-order phase transition toward IR scales, in the way to reach the IR attractive fixed pointm 2 1 .
Even though this strategy is difficult to extend for models involving higher-order interactions, even for the quartic melonic model some difficulty appears, the multi-branch phenomenon discussed previously being one example. Moreover, some objections can be addressed to this method. First of all, our computation concern only the melonic sector, and a more complete analysis should be done, using the method explained in [135] . Secondly, the computation is based on the approximation (30), keeping only the relevant terms in the derivative expansion. This approximation is used to compute the sums involved in the flow equations, into the windows of momenta allowed byṙ k . Note that, because this window is the same as ∂r k /∂p 2 1 , no additional approximation is used to compute the Ward constraint (42) . Indeed, the undefined term:
is fixed in term of the rateλ, from equation (24):
However, the computation of the flow equations has required to compute superficially convergent sums using the approximation (30), out of the windows of momenta allowed byṙ k . This was concerned π 3 defined by (27) , and the derivative of the 4-point vertex (34) . We checked in [135] the compatibility of this approximation with the second Ward identity (40) . This is a strong constraint, in favour of the reliability of our approximation. But not a good justification, without exact computation. Such an exact computation is expected to be very hard. However, we may use the constraint, not to find where our approximation makes sens in the investigated region of the full phase space, but to fix these undefined sums. This is the strategy that we will describe now, keeping the approximation (30) only for the sums in the domain p 2 < k 2 . As we will see, this alternative description of the interacting sector of the theory strongly simplifies the description of the constrained space, that we call E C as well, and can be easily extended for models with higher-order interactions.
Another objection could concern the Ward identities themselves, or more precisely the form of Ward identities that we used to compute the constraint (42) . As discussed in this paragraph, we discarded the effective vertices with disconnected boundaries from our analysis. However, as pointed out in [135] , the relation (39) may be deduced from the structure of the melonic diagrams rather than a consequence of the symmetry breaking of the kinetic action. Indeed, in the melonic sector, the self energy satisfy a closed equation see [143] [144] [145] ;
Proposition 3 In the melonic sector, the 2-point self energy Σ( p ) decomposes as a sum over colors:
where τ (p) satisfy a complicated closed equation:
which combined with the melonic expansion (24) provides exactly the same relation than (39) . Moreover, as explained in the previous paragraph, the second relation (40) work as well, at least in the first order in the derivative expansion to compute the derivative of the effective vertex (34) . Indeed, as checked in [135] , Appendix B:
where we used (30) for the second line and (41) for the last line. Finally, from the first Ward identity (39), or mixing (24) and the closed equation (49),
00 L 2,k ; such that because (27) we recover exactly the Ward identity (40) . The reliability of our approximations for the Ward constraint however cannot be extended for the RG flow equations themselves, and in the next two subsection, we investigate two heuristic ways to discuss the robustness of our conclusions.
A simple way of investigation for the robustness of our conclusions about the constrained phase space is to reduce the number of interactions. Indeed, configurations as pictured on Figure 3 disappears if we restrict the number of interactions to one, replacing the original model (9) by:
In the point of view of the EVE method, equations (31) , the only change with respect to the fully interacting model concern the beta function β m , the factor 10 being in fact 2 × d, for d = 5. For a single color, we get a single fixed point, for the values:
with strongly negative anomalous dimension η
2 ≈ −4.3 and critical exponents: the higher index 1 referring to the number of interactions. This purely attractive fixed point is reminiscent of the fixed point that we called p 2 in the previous section. The Ward constraint (42) however remains unchanged, and inserting the flow equations, we get:
The new function f , as the corresponding beta function and the anomalous dimension are pictured on Figure 8 . This time, the function f (m 2 ) := g has singularities form 2 = −2 andm 2 = −5. The first singularity is in fact common to β m , η and β λ , and may be viewed as a pathology of the approach. Among the fixed point, only the repulsive fixed point for positive mass survives, this time for the valuem 2 ≈ 0.66. Below this fixed point, the RG flow run slowly throughm 2 = 0 to reach negative values, toward the singular region, without crossing any singularity for the effective action. These conclusions seems to indicate that the Wilson-Fisher fixed point that we called p 1 and the first order phase transition over the constrained phase space depend strongly on the number of interactions. This can be viewed as the sign that our local potential approximation break down. Indeed, in the singular region for f , the magnitude of the coupling becomes very large, and even if they do not modifies the Ward identities, as discussed previously, disconnected contributions may play a role in this strongly non-perturbative regime. Note that this argument is in competition with an other effect, which can explained the disagreement with the fully interacting theory. The 2d in the interaction strongly enhance the weight of the beta function β m , especially in the Ward constraint (42); and the occurring of the singularity as well as of the Wilson-Fisher fixed point could be related to this weight, in the LPA. For 2 interactions, the results remains qualitatively the same, and the corresponding beta function β m is pictured on Figure 9 No singularity for f and no Wilson-Fisher fixed point occur in the physical domain, bounded by a common singularity for the beta functions, at the valuem 2 ≈ −1.26. This divergence is in fact protected by the existence of an UV attractive fixed point, form 2 = −1 (once again, in the constrained phase space, the singularitym 2 = −1 disappears). Over the unconstrained phase space, only the purely positive fixed point occurs, p
2 ≈ (0.5, 0.8), becoming an IR attractor, with complex critical exponents:
The convergence toward the values corresponding to p 2 for five interaction continues for three, and four interactions, and we close here our comments for this fixed point. For three interactions, the Wilson-Fisher fixed point appears, for p
1 ≈ (0.003, −0.7), with essentially the same characteristics than p 1 , anomalous dimension η 
2 ) ≈ (−7.6, 1.6). Once again, the convergence continues with four interaction. Function f and beta functions are given on Figure  10 . A singularity occurs for β m , β g and η form 2 = −2, bounded the physical domain. However, no singularity occurs for f . We only observe that f change of sign, and become negative into the interval [−1, −0.24]; just before the attractive IR fixed point atm 2 ≈ −0.2. Another attractive UV fixed point occurs form 2 ≈ −1.26, protected the RG flow in the deep UV from the singularity. With four interactions, the picture becomes close to the fully interacting model. The singularity of f appears, form 2 ≈ −0.63, and the behavior of β m is qualitatively the same, except for the positions of its zeros. This analysis show two important things. Firstly, the singularity occurs from four interactions. If the singularity was the sign of a strong breaking of the strictly local potential approximation, we would like expected that this divergence occurs from two interactions, where disconnected diagrams appears perturbatively. This is none what we observe. This no means that disconnected diagrams do not play a role, but simply that their contributions is not really responsible of the singularity, even if their contribution does not appears in competition with the enhancement of β m increasing the number of interactions. Our position on this point is that investigations beyond strictly LPA have to be conducted; requiring more sophistical methods, but no very strong disagreement with the picture provided by strictly LPA is expected, especially in regard to the existence of the singularity of the effective action.
Dynamical constrained flow
As an alternative way of investigation, we propose to fix π (i) 3 , and then the sum A 3,0 by the flow itself, rather through a specific approximation for Γ (2) k , out of the windows of momenta allowed byṙ k . Our procedure is schematically the following:
(1) We keep β m and fix β g from the equation (42):
(2) We fix π (i) 3,00 dynamically from the flow equation (29):
(3) We compute d dp 2 1 π (i) 2,00 from equation (40), and finally deduce an equation for the anomalous dimension η. The computation require the sums L 2,k and L 3,k . L 2,k has a vanishing power counting, and contain the undefined sum A 2,0 . However, L 2,k may be expressed in term of Z(k) and g(k) from equation (39) . Indeed, setting k = 0 and fixing the renormalization condition such that Z(k = 0) = 1, we then get, in the continuum limit Λ → ∞, Z → 0. To summarize, in the same limit, (39) reduces to −2g(k)L 2,k = Z(k), and from (40):
To compute L 3,k , we have to note that, because all the quantities are renormalized, only the superficial divergences survives. As a result, A 3,p does not diverge, such that in the continuum limit, Z −∞ A 3,p must vanish, and we get straightforwardly:
Note that this term was computed using (30) in the interior of the domain p 2 < k 2 .
From equation (56) and (57), we get (we omit the indices 0 to simplify the notations) :
Interestingly, it is easy to see, using the perturbative expansion that this formula is in accordance with the formula (27) . Indeed, from (32) ,
canceling all theḡm 2 terms at the leading order. Then, from equations (58), (57) and from the flow equation (28), it is easy to get an explicit relation, fixing η for a given value of the pair (m 2 ,ḡ) along the flow. This relation takes the form: where:
Equation (61)determine η in the constrained space E C excepts forḡ = 0 and Ω 1 = 0, where it is undefined. In the vicinity of the Gaussian fixed point, the behavior of the flow is far as from the perturbative one. In fact; we get:
in strong disagreement with the perturbative solution:
At this order of approximation, the accordance match only forḡ = 0; but a question may be addressed.
What is the portion of the phase space where the perturbative expansion match with the constrained η ? A simple way of investigation is to equalize (61) with the anomalous dimension provided by EVE. Figure 11a show the solution forḡ as a function of the renormalized massm 2 . Explicitly:
which is not so far from the expression of f obtained from our previous heuristic method. A singularity occurs form 2 = 0, without disturbing the smoothness of β m , showed Figure 11 b. Once again, we recover qualitatively the behavior of fully constrained flow. From UV to IR, the flow progress from positive to negative mass without discontinuity, the discontinuity only concern f and therefore the effective action. Interestingly, only the divergence, and the IR attractive fixed point for negative mass survive. This can be interpreted as well as an argument in favor of our first order scenario than as the signal that our approximations break down very early in the history of the RG flow. In regard with our discussion about Ward constraint, we may view our result as a strong indication that unconnected interactions do not play a significance role in the disappearance of the singularity. Indeed, fixing π 3 in this way, we may expect to keep more than strictly local contributions. However, this small improvement becomes sloppy, due to the fact that contributions which have been treated on the same footing remains discarding.
The existence of such strong constraints in the theory space can seem to be very surprising. Indeed, it is natural to expect that initial conditions can be chosen freely in the theory space, but our result seems to indicate that is wrong. Why? We have to keep in mind thatḡ(k) andm 2 (k) are the renormalized couplings at scale k, as it is clear, for instance, from the renormalization condition (26) in the deep infrared limit. In the deep UV limit, that is to say, for k → Λ, where the initial conditions are chosen;ḡ(Λ) andm 2 (Λ) reduce to the bare couplings g b and m 2 b , including non-trivial counter-terms to ensures UV finiteness of the theory. Indeed, the theory being just-renormalizable, and there exist a set of three counter-terms, Z m , Z 0 and Z g such that for the quantum model, all the UV divergences are cancelled when the UV cut-off is removed. The initial conditions are thereforem 2 (Λ) = Z m m 2 r andḡ(Λ) = Z g g b , such that the constraint on the initial condition simply reveals the existence of non-trivial relations between counter-terms, holding to all orders in the perturbative expansion. for more explanation on this point, the reader may consult [139] .
Extension to higher interactions and beyond melonic sector
In this section, we briefly review some results beyond the quartic model discussed in the previous sections. For more details, the reader may consult [135] , [140] of the same authors. The EVE methods have been initially developed as a trick working well for just-renormalizable quartic models [135] . Extension to sextic model was required from the fact that some potentially relevant TGFT for physical implications include sextic melonic interactions in the list of their interactions [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] [124] . The rank-three model, in particular, based on the group structure SU(2), in particular, has been largely investigated for its relevance about three-dimensional quantum gravity. Unfortunately, it has been showed to be not asymptotically free [125] , but potentially well defined in the UV from the existence of a deep UV attractor, compatible with an asymptotic safety scenario [126] - [127] . In the nonperturbative analysis, the authors show the existence of a UV attractive fixed point, resistant to large truncations investigations, and with the interesting property to depend only on a subfamily of melons said non-branched, with general structure:
.
For this subsector of the full melonic sector, a version of the EVE method has been build for an Abelian model, expected to extend the truncation results obtained in [128] - [129] . A fixed point with one relevant direction has been found, expected to be compatible with the UV attractor. However, the details of the two investigated models being very different. In addition to the choice of the dimension and the group structure, they differ by an internal symmetry arising from loop quantum gravity and known as closure constraint, such that the physical field may satisfy:
Therefore, a strong statement requires to use EVE for the non-Abelian model considered in the reference.
As mentioned, EVE method has been applied as well for investigations beyond the melonic sector, including a new class of observables called pseudo-melons. In rank 5, the elementary pseudo-melon is typical:
Focusing on non-branching interactions of the form:
,
the authors show that a renormalizable sector exists for sextic interactions, which may have zero canonical dimension, and then fix the canonical dimension for other pseudo-melonic observables. Finally, as for the melons, pseudo-melons exhibit a branched structure, which can be mapped as trees with bicolored edges, and resumed like melons. This was the first non-trivial example showing how renormalizable sectors merge, increasing drastically the number of effective graphs with the single melonic sector discussed in the previous sections. Numerically, the investigations revealed that no additional fixed points appear in addition to the purely melonic one and that critical exponents are almost unchanged concerning their values in the melonic sector (without taking into account Ward-identities).
The nonpertubrative RG for matrix models
For TGFTs, the renormalization group flow is considered in some sense "traditionally". The nontrivial propagator fixes an abstract notion of scale, and fluctuation can be integrated out, from the deep UV, where fluctuation has large square momenta, to the deep IR, where fluctuations have small momenta. However, a more abstract renormalization process has been considered for matrix models [44] to investigate double scaling limit; and extended using non-perturbative techniques in [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] for matrix and tensor models with trivial propagator. All these investigations allow recovering more and less qualitatively the exact (analytic) results. However, some subtleties appear due to the breakdown of the original U (N ) invariance. Because the propagator is trivial, all the quantum fluctuation play the same role. There is no canonical distinction between UV and IR scales, and the choice of integrated out degrees of freedom becomes arbitrary. The common choice has singularized a corner of the matrix, and to integrate firstly degrees of freedom with large indices as "UV". Breaking the original symmetry has an important consequence regarding the Ward-Takahashi identities, which have been started to investigate in [67] , [72] . In this section, we review these aspects of the RG flow for matrix models.
Flowing in the matrix theory space
In this section we recall the framework allowing to investigate nonperturbative aspects of the RG flow for matrix models. To go beyond this informal presentation the reader may consult the references [67] , [72] . In contrast with the model considered in the introduction, and to make contact with some reference papers [45] , we focus on a quartic model:
In addition to the U (N ) symmetry, this model has a discrete Z 2 symmetry φ → −φ, and generate squarulations rather than triangulations. This distinction is unimportant for the continuum limit that we will investigate, which does not depend on the choice of elementary discrete polygons used to build random surfaces. For this model, the critical value g c and the corresponding critical exponent θ in the continuum limit have been exactly computed [45] :
The elementary intuition allowing to consider renormalization group approach to investigate the continuum limit for matrix comes from the constraint (42), freely interpreted as a fixed point with an appropriate scaling in N . This point of view, understanding double scaling as a fixed point of the RG flow with respect to N has been firstly considered by Brezin and Zinn-Justin in [44] - [45] . In their elementary approach, they assume that the partition function of matrix models satisfies the Callan-Symanzik equation:
where β g := N ∂g/∂N is the rate of change of the coupling constant when N changes, and in contrast with just-renormalizable theories, the remainder r(g) does not vanish here; the coupling constant g being irrelevant with respect to its canonical scaling (see below). Reaching a fixed point g ≡ g * , β g must vanish, and Z(N, g) scales as:
enforcing the identification :
which corresponds to the string susceptibility γ and the critical exponent −β (g * ) as in [44] . The exact computation (71) then requires β (g * ) = 4/5. Beyond a purely scaling relation, equation (72) can be phrased in a Wilsonian point of view; as the way that any change of matrix size N → N − δN may be compensated by a change g → g + δg of the coupling, without modify of the continuum physics. In this point of view, we introduce an arbitrary slicing in the matrix entries, and integrate out "step by step" the large N degrees of freedom along lines and rows. Then, starting from N × N random matrices, we reduce them to (N − 1) × (N − 1) matrices after a single step, (N − 2) × (N − 2) matrices after two steps, and so one. To each steps, (N − i) × (N − i) matrices are described by effective action, building as a sum of two distinct pieces: The classical action for (N − i) × (N − i) matrices, corresponding to the original action truncated around (N − i) × (N − i) matrices; and the fluctuations term, arising from integration of N − i + 1 degrees of freedom. As a result, to each step, the couplings have a discrete change rule:
where the notation suggest that we consider only the large N limit to define the β-function. Computing β(g i ) from a single step, we get the one-loop beta function [44] :
which vanishes for g * = −1/6, in qualitative accordance with the exact result (71).
Nonperturbative techniques have been originally introduced in [67]- [72] to improve this perturbative results, taking into account higher couplings and nonperturbative loop effects. In this reference, the authors introduced a FRG framework based on the Wetterich equation formalism. Recall that the Wilson RG procedure requires an appropriate slicing into modes between UV scales (when no fluctuations are integrated out) and IR scales (when all the fluctuations are integrated out), dictating how the small distance fluctuations are integrated out. Following the standard strategy in FRG formalism, we introduce a new term in the classical action,
which behaves like a scale dependence of the mass term, the specific slicing in N depending on the shape of the regulator r N (a, b). Introducing this mass term into the classical action, we replace the global description given by the referent generating functional Z[J] := dφe −S[φ]+J·φ , by a one-parameter set of models {Z N [J]} defined as:
where the dot product is defined as A · B := mn A mn B mn . Then, because of the scale dependence of the regulator, the long distance physics effects ((m, n) N ) acquire a large mass and are frozen out, whereas the small distance effects ((m, n) > N ) are integrated out. The RG flow then make connection from Z N to Z N −δN . Explicitly this relation may be re-expressed as a first order differential equation very similar to the flow equation (14):
which indicates how the average effective action Γ N is modified in the windows of scale [N, N − dN ] , the dot meaning the derivative with respect to the RG parameter t := ln N :Ẋ = N d dN X. As in the previous sections, equation (16) , the average effective action is defined as slightly modified Legendre transform of the free energy W N := ln Z N :
where Φ denotes the classical field:
In the same way Γ
(2) N in equation (14) denotes the second derivative of the average effective action :
Even to close this section we have to add an important comment about the notion of canonical scaling. Scaling, that is to say the dependence of the quantity coming from their dimensionality play generally an important role in renormalization. In standard quantum field theory for instance, dimensionality is closely related to renormalizability. For matrix models, as for TGFTs, the situation is quite different, because there are no referent space-time, no referent length and no canonical scaling coming from extrastructure of the theory. However, the behavior of the RG flow with N in the vicinity of the Gaussian fixed point (i.e. keeping only the part of the scaling which is independent of the couplings), provides an intrinsic notion of dimension, that we call canonical dimension: We denote as d k the canonical dimension of g k , so that the intrinsic scaling writes as N d k +O(g 1 ,g 2 , ··· ) . To find the explicit expression of d k , we then have to be investigate the behavior of the Feynman diagrams with N . This may be traced from the link between two dimensional quantum gravity recalled in the previous section. Up to the rescaling φ → √ N φ we have stressed a relation between matrix coupling, N , Newton and cosmological constant. Keeping this relation imply that each Feynman diagrams scale exactly as N 2−2h ≡ N χ , where χ(∆) := V (∆) − E(∆) + F (∆) denote the Euler characteristic of the polygon decomposition ∆, having V vertices, E edges and F faces. It is not hard to see that this hold if and only if, up o the mentioned rescaling, the only N dependence of the classical action comes from a global N factor, enforcing the definition:
in agreement with formula (1). In this paper, we consider also multi-trace interactions at the level of the effective action, and we have to extend this formula for such an interactions. In order to remains in accordance with the expected scaling N χ , we impose to cancel the additional N factors coming from the additional traces. As a result, for an observable of the form n j=1 Tr(φ k(j) ), one assign the canonical dimension d 
For a double trace operator for instance Tr(φ k )Tr(φ l ), one get d
(2) kl = −(k + l)/2. As pointed out in [67] , it is interesting to note that, even for single trace operator, the canonical dimension is negative for k > 2, meaning that all non-Gaussian couplings are irrelevant. In this situation, the improvement of the scaling coming from radiative corrections play an essential role in the fixed point structure.
Solving RG equations in the local potential approximation
Solving the exact flow equation (14) remains an open issue for a lot of interesting relevant physical models, except for very special problems. As a result, extracting information about the nonperturbative behavior of the RG flow then requires an appropriate scheme of approximation. In this section, we review a common approach, based on a crude truncation of the full theory space. Among the existent methods, this one has a strong advantage to easily get along with the non-locality of the interactions. Note that a specific locality principle emerges from the U (Λ) invariance of the interactions, and we focus essentially on the local potential approximation (LPA), i.e. on single trace interactions. Enlargement to the product of traces is then discussed at the end of the section.
i.) Local potential approximation. The matrix action is non-local in the usual sense in field theory. However, what allows to say that two objects interact locally is the usual sense is precisely the interaction. The interaction then allows to define by themselves an appropriate locality principle, and we adopt the definition (which is equivalent to the definition used in the previous sections for TGFTs):
Definition 3 Any global trace of the form Tr(φ k ) is said to be a local monomial interaction. In the same way, any functional of U [φ] which may be expanded as a sum of single traces are said to be a local functional.
Note that this locality principle reflects the proper invariance of the interactions concerning unitary transformations, exactly as for TGFTs 6 .
The first parametrization of the theory space that we consider split the effective action Γ N (Φ) as a sum of two kind of terms:
The last term U N (Φ) designate the purely local potential, expanding as a sum of single trace observables:
Following [67] , we introduced a field strength renormalization Z N in front of the Gaussian term. The renormalized quantities are generally defined from a fixed coefficient in the Gaussian part of the original action. Rescaling the fields such that the mass term reduces to its free term 1 2 TrΦ 2 , we define the dimensionless and renormalized couplings u k,N as:
As pointed out in the derivation of the Ward identity, the presence of the regulator break the U (Λ) invariance of the original action, and the RG flow have to generate non-invariante momentum dependent effective interactions such that, for instance:
where the Taylor expansion of the function q start at the order 1 in a/N and b/N . The terminology "momentum dependent" simply reflect the situation in ordinary quantum field theory, the indices of the matrix field playing the role of discrete momenta. Expanding q in power of a/N and b/N corresponds to the standard derivative expansion. As we will see from Ward identity, such a deviation from strict locality introduce relevant corrections at the leading order in 1/N , and must be kept in the large N limit. In particular, in the closure procedure around quartic interactions, the linear coupling:
play an important role in the fixed point structure, improving strongly the local potential approximation. In a first time, in order to compare them, we keep only the strong local part of the decomposition (85) :
The flow equations for couplings g n in the parametrization (90) can be deduced from the exact Wetterich equation deriving n time with respect to Φ and setting Φ = 0 (we recall that we work in the symmetric phase). Because Φ is an hermitian matrix, Φ ab = Φ * ba , and :
from what we get:
where g ab,cd := δ ac δ bd is nothing but the "bare" propagators. For the regulator function, we chose a modified version of the Litim optimized regulator [100]- [102] , allowing to make analytic computations:
Note that in this section we designate the Heaviside function with a big Θ to avoid confusion with critical exponents. Taking the derivative with respect to the flow parameter t = ln N , we get straightforwardly:
where we introduced the anomalous dimension following the usual definition:
ii.) Truncation along local theory space. Taking successive derivative with respect to Φ of the exact flow equation (14) , and setting Φ = 0, we deduce the flow equations for all couplings involved in (90) . For each steps, all contributions involves some powers of the effective propagator G N = (Γ (2) N + r N ) −1 , evaluated for vanishing Φ, and for a + b ≤ 2N as:
The one-loop sums that we will encountered in the derivation of the flow equations are all of the form:
In the large N limit, the sum can be replaced by an integration up to 1/N corrections. Let us introduce the continuous variable 2N x := a + b, running from a/2N to 1: leading to:
Deriving the equation (14) twice with respect to the Φ fields, and setting Φ = 0, we get:
N,ef,lm,ab,baG N,lm,cd ,
withG N,ab,cd := (G NṙN ) ab,cd and where once again we sum over repeated indices. To compute the sums, we have to take into account the symmetry structure of the external indices. From (96), we get for instance
where we defined:
For a fixed configuration of the external indices, there are two leading order contractions, both pictured on Figure 12 , where in this graphical representation the dotted edges correspond to the contraction with the effective propagator G N,cd,efGN,lm,cd given by equation (101).
We now have to compute how many leading order contractions such as the one pictured on Figure 12 contribute. This numerical factor counts the number of perturbations for the four external edges of the effective vertex function which leads to a leading order diagram, having a single internal face. It is not hard to see that there are exactly 4 × 2 different ways to build such a diagram : 4 different positions for the first end point of the propagator edge, and 2 remaining position for the second end point. Finally, there are an additional factor 2 coming from the two remaining attributions for the two free external edges, sharing the momentum (a, b). Then, translating the diagram into equation, and setting a = b = 0, one get using the integral approximation (99)
Finally, computing the derivative of the left hand side of equation for zero external momenta, we get: from which we deduce that:Ż
From the definitions (87), we get finally;
The computation of the beta function β 4 :=u 4,N follows the same strategy. Deriving once again twice with respect to the fields Φ, and setting Φ = 0 at the end of the computation, one get, formally:
The relevant diagrams corresponding to the two kinds of traces involved in this expressions, all including one internal face are pictured on Figure 13 . Each of them may be easily translated into equation like for the 2 point diagrams. For zero external momenta we get:
and:
Once again the numerical factors may be easily understood. For instance, for the diagram involving a 6-point vertex, there are 6 different ways to choose the first end point of the contracted edge, 2 to choose the second one which leads to construct a leading order graph; and finally 4! ways to exchanges the remaining external points. Because from definition Γ
N,00,00,00,00 = 6g 4,N , it follows that:
leading to:
Remark 1 Neglecting the coupling u 6,N and expending the remaining right hand side in power of u 4,N , up to order u 3 4,N , we do not reproduce the one-loop result (76) . In particular, the numerical factor in front of u 4,N becomes 20/3. This cannot be viewed as a defect of the approach, the one-loop beta function being non-universal for coupling with non-zero canonical dimension, as it can be easily checked.
We may proceed in the same way for β 6 , β 8 , β 10 ; β n involving u n+2 and so one. The truncation procedure stop crudely this infinite hierarchical system, imposing u n = 0 for some n. For n = 10, it is then straightforward to get the following closed system : Proposition 4 In the large N limit, and in the local potential approximation, the truncated RG flow around φ 6 interactions is described by the following closed system:
with:
The fixed point solutions can be investigated for increasing truncations, from k = 6 to k = 10; and the results are given on the Table 1 below. On this table, we tacked the only fixed point having a single relevant direction i.e. a single positive critical exponent. We recall that critical exponents θ i are the eigenvalues of the stability matrix Θ ij with entries:
The results of the Table 1 are in qualitative agreement with the exact statement (71) . Moreover, It seems improve the perturbative computation (76) . Note with this respect that coupling constants are not universals, in contrast with critical exponents θ i , which provide an objective criterion to evaluate the reliability of the approximation.
truncation order (k)
-0.16 0.006 0.002 1.06 -1.05 -0.99 0.35 Table 1 : Numerical results for vertical truncations from k = 6 to k = 10. We see that increasing the number of interactions do not change the value of the positive critical exponents, the other one corresponding to irrelevant directions. Moreover, the anomalous dimension is very small in comparison to truncation with standard Litim regulator.
However, we observe that we have no significant progress passing from k = 8 to k = 10 truncation i.e. by adding the k = 10 valence interactions does not modified significantly the result from k = 8 valence.
The origin of this pathology may be tracked on the hand of disconnected interactions, i.e. interactions build as product of single traces. We may consider for instance a truncation of the form:
involving double and triple traces. Computing the beta functions in the same way as for the single trace potential, we do not obtain a significant improvement comes from these multi-trace with our previous results, at least at the order of truncation that we consider see [72] for more detail.
Modified Ward identities and ambiguities

Ward-Takahashi identity
As discussed in the first part of this review, Ward-Takahashi identities are a general feature about symmetries in quantum field theory and may be understood as a quantum version of the Noether's theorem, resulting to the translation invariance of the Lebesgue integration measure in the path integral definition of the partition function, cf.
[148]- [149] . In the discrete quantum gravity context, they have been recently discussed in a series of papers [134] [135] [136] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] see also [72] and [68] . There is however a crude difference between TGFTs and matrix models. For TGFTs, the unitary symmetry is already broken by the Laplacian in the kinetic action; so that the regulator does not break an exact symmetry of the original action. This is not the case for matrices, whose original action is exactly unitary invariant. This is especially important regarding the solution of the RG flow that we build. For TGFT, that a solution does not respect the unitary invariance is not expected to be so pathological, but appears as an artefact of the RG procedure for matrices. This feature is closely related to what happens for Gauge theories, see [106] . Following the cited references, and in the matrix context, we view the Ward identities as nontrivial functional relations, depending on the regulator like flow equations. With this respect, Ward identities and flow equations have to be treated on the same footing and solved simultaneously.
Without regulator term, only the source terms break the global U (Λ) invariance (for some fundamental cut-off Λ). Therefore, infinitesimal variations provides the identification:
holding to all orders of perturbation theory. Note that for this section we restrict our investigations to the symmetric phase again, where vanishing classical field Φ defined from equation (81) is expected to be a good vacuum, and all the odd correlation functions vanish identically.
The regulator term 1 2 φ r k φ break explicitly the global U (Λ) invariance, and add a new contribution to the asymptotic Ward identity (114) . Let us consider an infinitesimal unitary transformation 1 + , for some infinitesimal anti hermitian operator = † . At the leading order, the transformation rule for the matrix field φ is:
Therefore, at first order in , the total variation of the generating functional Z N writes as
where S N = S + ∆S N . Because S is a sum of traces, δS[φ] = 0. The variation of the source term is noting but :
The variation of the regulation term can be deduced from the same way:
where we assumed that [r N (a, b)] ab;cd = [r N (a, b)] cd;ab . This is exactly the same computation as for the source term, up to the replacement J ab → c,d [r N (a, b)] ab;cd φ cd , leading to:
Where moreover we assumed that r N (a, b) is a symmetric function with respect to a and b. Due to the translation invariance of the Lebesgue measure, Z N must be invariant up to a global reparametrization of the fields, therefore the variation of the left hand side in (116) must be vanish δZ N = 0. From the identity:
We finally deduce the following statement:
Theorem 2 Ward-Takahashi identity. In the symmetric phase, and along the path N = Λ to N = 0, the following relation holds:
where we adopted the Einstein convention for repeated indices. Note thhat there are no summation over indices a and c.
Influence of derivative couplings
As we explained in section 2, there is no preferred notion of scale for the initial model (i.e. for the model without regulator). More precisely, for a statistical field theory formalism provides canonical notions of "what is deep UV" and "what is deep IR": the deep UV being related to the classical action S(φ), without integration over statistical fluctuations and the deep IR scale, related to the effective action Γ[Φ], when all fluctuations are integrated out. However, for matrix models, there is no canonical way to link the deep IR region from the deep UV one. This difficulty arises because of the flatness of the kinetic spectrum. Indeed, the propagator having equals eigenvalues (all equals to 1), all the fluctuations play the same roles, and indistinguishably "UV" or "IR". In contrast, for standard field theories, this is the spectrum of the kinetic operator which provides a canonical path from UV to IR, allowing to classify the fluctuations following their respective energy. But for matrix models, due to the U (Λ) invariance, all the eigenvalues of the kinetic operator are the same, and the fluctuations become indistinguishable. This highlights the role of the regulator. The regulator that we introduced broke the global U (Λ) -invariance at the kinetic level, providing a preferred path from UV to IR and an ordering for partial integrations over quantum fluctuations.
The Ward identity derived in the previous subsection is a consequence of this symmetry breaking. It arises from the nontrivial variation of the kinetic term under infinitesimal unitary transformation, like the flow equations arise from a nontrivial variation of the kinetic term under a change of the running scale N . Both are consequences of the symmetry breaking and have to be treated on the same footing, as nontrivial relations between effective vertices Γ (n+2) and Γ (n) . More precisely, and as it will be clearer in the rest of this section, one can say that the RG equation dictates how to move through increasing scales (from large to small N ) whereas the Ward identity dictates how to move in the momentum space. As we will see, because of the symmetry breaking, non-local derivative-like interactions such that (89) appear even in the strictly local sector, and play an important role in the behavior of the RG flow, especially around the relevant UV fixed point.
i.) Explicit Ward identities. Equation (121), as the exact flow equation (14) is a functional relation which can be translated as an infinite hierarchical system, taking successive derivative with respect to external sources and setting J = 0. For instance, Taking the derivative with respect to ∂ 2 /∂J de ∂J d e of the Ward identity (121) and setting J = 0, we get:
Setting d = a, d = e = e = c and a = c, and after some elementary algebraic manipulations, it is not hard to deduce the following statement, holding in the large N limit:
Lemma 1 In the large N limit, the 4 and 2-point functions are related by the non-trivial relation :
ac,cc,bc,ba g
bc g
where the quantity g ab is defined in the relation (96) .
To derive this statement, we assumed that 4-point effective vertices are built as a single trace, exactly as in the local potential approximation used to solve the flow equations in the previous section. This assumption reflect the aim to solve both Ward identities and flow equations from a single approximation scheme, treating them on the same footing. Moreover, we specify some key definitions:
• γ
A 1 ,A 2 ,A 3 ,A 4 , for A i := (a i , b i ) designate the effective vertex with fixed index position, with the global trace condition: γ (4)
and is related to the effective vertex function Γ
A 1 ,A 2 ,A 3 ,A 4 as:
the sum running over the 4! permutations of the boundary variables A i .
• Assuming to be into the symmetric phase, the momenta conservation along the external faces ensure that G
ab,cd ∝ δ ad δ bc , and we define g (2) ab as the proportionality coefficient:
ab,cd =: g
ab δ ad δ bc .
the 4-point connected component G (4,c) N,A 1 A 2 A 3 A 4 being related to the 4-point effective vertex as:
In the large N limit, this relation can be turned as an integro-differential equation. Indeed, setting a = c + 1, the finite difference between the functions f may be approximated as:
which can be computed explicitly for the Litim regulator, we get:
In the same way, assuming that g (2) ab can be analytically extended by the function g (2) (x, y) with the continuous variables x, y := a/N, b/N , we get:
From equation (129), it is clear that the windows of momenta allowed in the sum over b from df /dx := f is the same as the one allowed byṙ N in the flow equation (14) . Therefore, the same approximations used to solve the RG equations may be used for g (2) bc , g
ba and γ (4) ac,cc,bc,ba . The same situation has been observed for tensor field theory [139] , for several choice of regulator function. Then, one expect that this behavior is not due to the Litim regulator, but a general feature that the allowed windows of momenta forṙ N covers the one of f . Moreover, equation (130) point out the existence of a strong relation between 4 point functions and the momenta variations of the 2-point functions along the path from the deep UV sector to the IR sector. Therefore, and as we will see explicitly, even in the large N limit, non-local interactions such that (89) survives at the leading order in 1/N and cannot be discarded from any relevant parametrization of the phase space. This argument show that strictly local potential approximation have to be enlarged with derivative-like interaction to become compatible with Ward identity. As a first improvement, we can consider the following minimal enlargement :
where U N [Φ] expands as a single trace like in equation (86) . We call improved LPA this parametrization allowing a small deviation from the crude LPA. From this approximation,
and γ (4) ac,cc,bc,ba →
Inserting these relations into the lemma 1, we see that the second term on the left hand side is exactly compensated with the same term on the right hand side. Then, setting c = 0, we get the following statement:
Proposition 5 Up to 1/N corrections, and in the improved local potential approximation, the 2 point derivative coupling γ and the local 4 point coupling u 4 are related as:
where Z Nγ =: γ and
With the truncation (131) ,L N depends only onγ. Therefore, deriving equation (134) with respect to t leads to
This equation that we call Ward constraint rely two beta functions along the history of the RG flow, since N remain large. As an important consequence:
Corollary 1 In the large N limit, any fixed point of the flow equations satisfy the Ward constraint (134) .
The flow of the non local kinetic coupling γ receives two kind of contributions. A first contribution arise from the derivative with respect to one external momentum of the loop integrals, but a direct computation show that these variations vanish identically (as we will see explicitly in the next subsection). A second contribution arises from the derivative of the effective vertex themselves. In the local potential approximation, the vertex does not depends on the external momenta. But from the Ward identity, it follows that the ultralocal information determine completely the first derivative with respect to the external momenta, like ultralocal 4-point coupling u 4 determine γ in lemma 1. In order to obtain the first derivative of the 4-point function, we need to derive the Ward identity involving 6-point functions (i.e. provided from (121) by deriving four time with respect to the source J). Then this new Ward identity can be given by introducing the function f a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ,a 4 as:
A π(1) ,A π(2) ,A π(3) ,A π(4) =: f a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ,
and the continuous functionf (x, c/N ) for the continuous variable x = a/N , such thatf (a/N, c/N ) ≡ f c,c,a,c ; we get, after few computation:
Proposition 6 Up to 1/N corrections, and in the improved local potential approximation, the 4-point derivative coupling and the local 4 and 6-point renormalized couplings u 4 and u 6 are related as:
We will explore the consequences of these relations in the next section. At this stage, on can stress that the ultralocal truncation, with γ = Ξ = 0 violate strongly the Ward identities.
ii.) Ward identity violation and derivative couplings. As a first improvement of the LPA, we may attempt to include the derivative coupling γ in the truncated action; following the parametrization (131) . In this parametrization, a first change concern the effective propagator (96) , which becomes:
such that the integral I (p) a as the equation (98) becomes:
To simplify our discussion, we introduce the sequence ι p,q (y) for the continuous variable y = a/2N such that:
In addition we defined the renormalized loopĪ
a . Equation (105) is then transformed as:Ż
solved as:
where we used of the concise notation ι p,q ≡ ι p,q (0). In the same way, we get the function β 4 , which is a new expression as replacement of (111):
The flow equation for γ can be deduced from (100), like η N . From definition:
we get (β γ ≡γ):
It is easy to check that the involves derivatives ι p,q ≡ ι p,q (0) vanish identically
such that the equation forγ reduces to:
whereL N andŪ N may be expressed in terms of the sequences ι p,q , Note that the origin of the factor 6 in front of Ξ in equations (150) counts the different localizations for the derivativef (see equation (139)) on the vertex itself, as pictured on Figure 14 below. Another expression forγ comes from the Ward identity, equation (136), namely
Obviously ι 2,0 = −4ι 3,2 (where the prime means the derivative with respect toγ), so that the equation forγ reduces to:
From the expression of β 4 given by equation (147), and taking into account equation (150), we can deduce u 6 in terms of u 4 andγ dynamically along the RG flow,
, which, from the Ward constraint (5) can be translated as a function onγ only. At this level of approximation, the problem is then completely closed. The two parametersγ and u 4 fix u 6 , which fix u 8 and so one. This conclusion highlight two points. Firstly, the role played by the derivative couplings, secondly that the improved local potential parametrization (131) , which involve an infinite number of couplings can be, in fact, reduced to a one dimensional manifold. Obviously, enlarging the theory space with more derivative and/or disconnected interactions, we lost this property. Moreover, note that we neglected the flow of the derivative couplingΞ ≈ 0.
We now move on the essential motivation to build and improve the method discussed in the previous paragraph i.e. the investigation of the global fixed point solutions of the flow equations. Our strategy is the following. Setting β 4 = 0, from the linearity of this equation respect to the couplings, we fix u 6 uniquely in terms of u 4 andγ through a relation of the form u 6 = F (u 4 ,γ). Moreover, from the first Ward identity given by proposition (5) , u 4 andγ are not independent, u 4 =γ/ι 0,2 , therefore :
Explicitly:
Inserting these relation into the equation (150), and settingγ = 0, we deduce:
Proposition 7 In the large N limit, all the fixed points of the improved LPA have to be solution of the following fixed point equation:
This equation can be solved numerically. One may expect that the dynamical definition of u 6 , u 6 = f (u 4 ,γ) breaks down at the fixed point, because both beta γ and β 4 vanish at this point. It is no hard however to show the following lemma:
The effective RG flow, described by the function f (u 4 ,γ) satisfy:
ensuring continuity at the fixed point.
Proof. The proof is elementary. Let us rewrite our set of flow equations as:
and the relation between them coming from Ward identity as β γ = Aβ 4 . Using the last one, we get the explicit expression for f :
Moreover, setting β γ = 0 on one hand, and β 4 = 0 on the second hand; we get respectively the two solutions:
Inserting these two solutions into the expression of the dynamical coupling u 6 , we get:
For a global fixed point u * 6 = u * * 6 . Therefore, without singularity of the involved coefficients, we get u 6 ≡ u * 6 .
The numerical plot of the β-function β γ is provided on Figure 15 , showing three zeros. The first one, forγ = 0 corresponds to the Gaussian fixed point u 4 = 0. The others, forγ ≈ −0.21 andγ ≈ −0.49. The second one is UV-attractive, and seems to be in qualitative agreement with the UV attractive fixed point relevant for double scaling limit. Computing u * 4 from Ward identity, we get:
and for the critical exponent: explicitly: θ ≈ 0.97. We then discover a relevant direction, with value less than 1, realizing an improvement of the truncation. This result seems to indicate that our method, taking into account the Ward identity could be to go beyond the truncation wall θ ≈ 1.06. However, there are two conceptual difficulties with this approach. Firstly, the couplingγ becomes very large at the considered fixed point (in comparison to u * 4 ), seeming to indicate a spurious dependence on the regulator function, which is the origin of the derivative couplings, in contrast with standard assumptions neglecting the role of these regulator-dependent couplings. Secondly, we considered only the minimal crude truncation in the space of derivative couplings, showing the instability of the ultra-local sector due to the Ward identity. But there are no reason to stop the derivative expansion, and an infinite list of derivative couplings have to be contribute on the left hand side of the Ward identities, so that equations (134) can be viewed for instance as the minimal truncation of a complete equation, involving an infinite set of couplings.
iii.) Fine-tuned regulator. This last point aims to construct a well defined RG flow, following Ward identities and for which the influence of derivative couplings remains as small as possible. The Ward identities, like (134) and (138) highlight the role played by the regulator in the emergence of the derivative couplings. We can stress a parallel between flow evolution and divergence of the flow toward the derivative sector. In both cases, this is the variation of the propagator concerning N or a/N ≡ x which generates the moving into the theory space, in "scales" or "momenta" directions respectively. Let us recall that: as the Wetterich equation describes the N variation of Γ N , the Ward identity describes the momentum dependence i.e. the a/N variation of the same quantity. Moreover, the two transformations are not generally independents. For a regulator of the form:
we get:ṙ
The first term is intrinsically associated with the RG flow; however, the second part involves derivative concerning the momenta, which are the generators of the momentum displacements in Ward identities. Heuristically, one may picture the global dynamics as follows (see Figure 16 ). Starting from a point at scale N in the full theory space, the Ward operator allows moving horizontally, at fixed N toward the derivative interactions world. In the same way, the RG map allows us to move vertically, from the scale N to the scale N + δN , but due to the second terms of the right-hand side of (165), the RG transformation generates as well a horizontal displacement. This is another way to understand the instability of the local phase space, pointed out in the previous section. Despite the agreement with our results and the exact computation about the value of the critical exponent, and the apparent qualitatively small dependence on the regulator in a small range of values around α = 1; one cannot conclude that our results have anything to do with the original model, the explored region of the theory space being very far from one of the original ultra-local ones.
From the last picture, a question remains open. Can you build a RG map which is the most vertical as possible, at least for N sufficiently large, in such a way that L N , U N and their higher momenta remains small enough, such that derivative couplings can be discarded from the RG flow? This question seems to be very difficult in regard to the complex hierarchical structure of the flow equations that we discussed in this paper. An heuristic attempt to solve this problem, or at least to build a flow which remains vertical for a long time is to choose a regulator such that L N , U N vanish or become small for vanishingγ. This can be achieved for instance with a regulator of the form:
where the two parameters α and β have to be fine-tuned such that L N , U N vanish forγ = 0. This impose two conditions, the first one solving β with α from L N = 0, and the second one solving α from U N = 0. At the end of this computation, we get:
and :
from which only the solution α = 2 is available; corresponding to β = −3/20. It is easy to check that this regulator satisfy the four requirements enumerated above equation (77) . The corresponding flow equations can be easily deduced from our previous analysis. The condition L N | γ=0 = U N | γ=0 = 0 allows to keep Ξ =γ = 0 with a very good approximation along the flow for a long time, in regard to the rapidity of the convergence of the truncated expansions. Settingγ = 0, the flow equations become:
Proposition 8 In the large N limit and for the fine-tuned regulator (166), the most vertical truncated flow equations in the LPA, up to Φ 10 -interactions, writes as:
3 η + ι and: Table 2 : Numerical results for vertical truncations from k = 6 to k = 10. We see that increasing the number of interactions do not change the value of the positive critical exponents, the other one corresponding to irrelevant directions. Moreover, the anomalous dimension is very small in comparison to truncation with standard Litim regulator.
Investigating numerically the successive truncations, for k = 6, k = 8 and k = 10 like in the section 3, we get only one fixed point with one relevant direction, the details being summarized on Table 2 . The accordance with the expected result seems to be not so bad. We get only one relevant direction, with a critical exponent matching with the perturbative result. Note that no significant improvement arise from the non-perturbative effects. Moreover, the value of the relevant critical exponent seems to be unsensitive to the level of the truncation. On the other hand, the value of the coupling constant disagrees with the expected results computed in [44] [45] [46] [47] . We get a positive and very small value for u 4 , u 4 ≈ 0.0005 for k = 6, u 4 ≈ 0.0003 for k = 8 and u 4 ≈ 0.0002 for k = 8; the values of the other couplings being of very small magnitude with respect to these values. The rapidity of the decreasing seems to decrease with the order of the truncation, evoking a convergence phenomena toward a constant and non-zero value -a conjecture which have to be confirmed investigating higher truncation, including disconnected interactions.
Conclusion and outlook
In this review we provided a short introduction to a recent and active topic of investigation in quantum gravity, exploiting the nonperturbative techniques to build renormalization group flow.
For matrix models, we showed that taking into account the non-trivial Ward identities arising from the scale-dependent mass term reveals a strong violation along with the flow for current approximation schemes used to solve the exact RG flow equations. Keeping into account the derivative couplings generated by the regulator reveals a strong dependence of the fixed point on the choice of the regulator, which, finally questions the reliability of the results, especially regarding the original theory space. Among the possible ways discussed to solve these issues, we discussed the possibility of choosing the regulator such that the modification of the Ward identities remains "the smallest possible" along with the flow, at least for a sufficient range of time flow. This has been achieved in a first approximation from a fine-tuning of the regulator, keeping the RG flow as horizontal as possible. But the investigations toward a solid formalism, taking into account Ward identities remains to be achieved. Finally, let us mention that we can expect that these conclusions survive for higher dimensional discrete models i.e. for random tensors. A random tensor of rank d is a map N d to C or R. Focusing on the rank 3 complex case, the classical action for such a model describing two tensors, T abc andT abc . The tensors are assumed to be a representation of the unitary group U (N ) ×d for d-independent unitary transformations, represented as N × N unitary matrices, in the sense that, for any set (U 1 , U 2 , U 3 ) ∈ U (N ) ×3 (for d = 3), we must have the transformation rule:
Similarly, with matrix, interactions for tensor fields are build to remains unchanged under such a transformation. This can be achieved contracting systematically indices on the same positions between T andT fields. This is the case, for instance, of the action: 
interaction building following these rules being called tensorial. The dual interpretation follows the matrix models as well. In the point of view of the Feynman diagrams, each T abc sites can be pictured as a d-simplex, each of the three indices, a, b and c being associated to d − 1 faces, the remaining face corresponding to the propagator edge hooked to T from the Wick contraction. Once again, the nonperturbative renormalization group approach requires a regulator function r N which breaks the explicit invariance. For instance, we can consider the generalization of the regulator (77) as:
[r N (a, b, c)] abc,a b c := δ aa δ bb δ cc
We expect that the same kind of difficulties as for matrix models. Breaking the U (N ) ×d symmetry, the regulator will generate modified Ward identities, ensuring the proliferation of derivative couplings and finally the large deviation effect of the RG flow, so far from the ultra-local (i.e. tensorial) theory space. Investigations in this direction, however, remain to be addressed.
For TGFTs, we showed that taking into account the constraint arising from Ward identities strongly modify the landscape of the RG flow. This improvement has been supported by another approximation scheme, the EVE method, allowing to keep entire sectors rather than a finite-dimensional subspace of the full theory space. This technique has been extended from quartic to sextic interactions, as well as for sectors beyond the melonic one, including for instance pseudo-melons [135] . Once again, this domain remains active, and some complementary approximations are being considered to explore ever-larger areas of the tensor theory space, and test reliability of the results. With this respect, note to finish that the presented results have not to be viewed as red light, but more as a reflection on some subtleties, potentially relevant for our future understanding of these theories.
